Abstract. The weak almost periodic compactification of a semigroup is a compact semitopological semigroup with certain universal properties relative to the original semigroup. It is not, in general, a topological compactification. In this paper an internal construction of the weak almost periodic compactification of a discrete semigroup is constructed as a space of filters, and it is shown that for discrete semigroups, the compactification is usually topological. Other results obtained on the way to the main one include descriptions of weak almost periodic functions on closed subsemigroups of topological groups, conditions for functions on the additive natural numbers or on the integers to be weak almost periodic, and an example to show that the weak almost periodic compactification of the natural numbers is not the closure of the natural numbers in the weak almost periodic compactification of the integers.
Introduction. A semitopological semigroup is a triple (S, +, 5" ) such that (S, +)
is a semigroup, (S,^) is a Hausdorff topological space, and + is separately continuous. While topological semigroups (those for which + is jointly continuous) have received most of the attention over the years, it is semitopological semigroups which arise naturally in such subjects as abstract harmonic analysis and functional analysis. For example, semitopological semigroups occur as the structure space of a measure algebra, as the weak operator closure of certain semigroups of operators, as the enveloping semigroup of certain flows, and as the weak almost periodic compactification of topological groups.
We write our semigroups additively, by the way, since we shall be concerned mostly with the semigroup (N, + ) of natural numbers and the group (Z, + ) of integers.
Define a function / in C(S), the set of bounded continuous complex-valued functions on S, to be weak almost periodic on S provided lim lim f(s" + tk) = lim lim f(s" + tk)
n -ao /<->oo k-> oo n -oo whenever (sn)™=x and (tk)f=x are sequences in 5" and all limits involved exist. (For other characterizations see Theorem 2.3.) The set W(S) = {/ G C(S) |/is weak almost periodic} is a sub-C*-algebra of C (S) .
In §2 we present some background about IV (S) and certain maximal compact extensions of S. One of these, denoted oiS and called the weak almost periodic compactification of S, has the property that exactly the members of IV(S) extend continuously to uS. In general, the weak almost periodic compactification is not a compactification, as the term is used in general topology; not only may the embedding function fail to be a homeomorphism, but it may not even be one-to-one. Also in §2, we give sufficient conditions for some locally compact semigroups 5 to have uS be a topological compactification; these conditions imply, for instance, that any closed subsemigroup S of a locally compact group G has uS as a topological compactification.
The weak almost periodic compactification of a semitopological semigroup carries an algebraic structure with regard to which it is itself a semitopological semigroup. If (S, +, 5" ) is a triple with (S, +) a semigroup, (S, 5" ) is a topological space, and + is "left-continuous" (meaning that for all s E S, the function t -» s + t: S -S is continuous), then (S, +, ?T ) is a left topological semigroup. Given a semitopological semigroup S, there is a compact left topological semigroup associated with it much like uS is associated with S. In many cases, including all discrete semigroups S, the space of this left topological semigroup is the Stone-Cech compactification ßS of 5. §2 contains more information about these compactifications.
In §3 we derive some results about w5 under various hypotheses about the semitopological semigroup S. The main results concern semigroups 5 which are closed subsemigroups of locally compact topological groups. We show, for instance, that if the C*-algebra W(S) for such 5 decomposes into a direct sum W(S)= W(S)0®rV(S)p, where W(S)Q is the closed ideal of 1V(S) consisting of those functions with 0 in their orbits, and W(S) is the subalgebra of strong almost periodic functions, then the functions in W(S)0 can be described rather completely. (A function /E C(S) is strong almost periodic if it is the uniform limit of a sequence of coefficients of finite-dimensional unitary representations of S.)
In certain cases, in particular if S is (N, +) or (Z, +), uS is a topological quotient of ßS; a function/ E C(S) is in W(S) if and only if fß{p + q)=ffi(q+p), Vp,qEßS, where f13 is the unique extension of / to ßS. Beyond §3 we restrict our attention to discrete semigroups S, so that toS is a quotient of ßS. In §4 we investigate several conditions which guarantee that a function / in C(N) or C(Z) is weak almost periodic. (We also give some criteria by which one can tell that a function is not weak almost periodic.) We also show in §4 that not all functions in W(N) extend as weak almost periodic functions to Z, which implies that the weak almost periodic compactification wN of N is not the closure of N in coZ. Thus, the various results in this paper about closed subsemigroups S of locally compact groups G are not simply inherited from wC or W(G).
We view ßS, for discrete S, as the set of all ultrafilters on S. As such a (Hausdorff) quotient of ßS is a set of closed subsets of ßS. The closed subsets of ßS correspond to filters on S.
In §5 we investigate compactifications of S as spaces of filters, obtaining in Corollary 5.12 a description, internal to 6A, of when a set ÍR of filters on S yields a Hausdorff compactification of (S, + ) . (That result does not refer to the algebraic structure of S.) We also obtain a characterization, internal to 9i-, of when a set fR of filters yields a left topological semigroup compactification of (S, +) (in a sense made precise in Theorem 5.18).
In §6 we characterize wS, for discrete S, as a space of filters. Heretofore, all the constructions of weak almost periodic compactifications have been external to the semigroup (e.g., the closure of a set of operators among other operators or of a set of means among other means). We believe this construction, from the inside out, provides a better understanding of the structure of weak almost periodic compactifications. In particular, we apply this construction to obtain the cardinality of wS for a large class of semigroups S. The set N is the set of positive integers (0 E N), and Z is the set of all integers.
Given a discrete space X, the set ßX = {p \p is an ultrafilter onl).
For x E X, define x = {A C X\x E A}. The map x -> x embeds X in ßX, and we frequently identify x with x (and thus pretend that X ç ßX). For A EX, let A = {p EX\A Ep}.
The set {A \A Ç X} forms a basis for a Hausdorff topology on ßX (and a basis for the closed sets as well). With this topology ßX is the Stone-Cech compactification of X. That is, ßX is compact, and if $ is any (necessarily continuous) function from X to a compact Hausdorff space Y, then <p has a continuous extension cb1*: ßX -> Y. For more details of this construction, see [11, §7 or 7, Chapter 6] . Given a discrete topological semigroup (S, +), we extend the operation + to ßS in steps. First, for s E S, the function ps defined by ps(t) = t + s, tES, takes S to ßS. For p E ßS\S and s E S,lelp + s = psß(p); thus " +" is defined on ßS X S. For/7 E ßS, the function Xp defined by Xp(t)=p + t, tES, takes S to ßS, and therefore has a continuous extension Xßp: ßS -» ßS. Hence, for p, q E ßS\S, we may define p + q = Xß(q).
Now " + " denotes a left continuous binary operation on ßS. (In a similar manner, one could extend " +" on 5 as a right continuous binary operation on ßS; we make no use of that construction in this paper.)
For 5 E S and ACS, define
A -5= {t ES\t + s EA}. 
It is well known that the Stone-Cech compactification ßS of a discrete semigroup S can be given a left topological semigroup structure [3, III.14.5(i), p. 126]. In the following theorem we give an explicit construction of that left topological semigroup structure on the space of ultrafilters ßS. This provides a departure point for consideration in § §5 and 6 of semitopological semigroup structures on spaces of filters.
2.2 Theorem. Let (S, +) be a discrete topological semigroup. Then (ßS, +) is a left topological semigroup, and for each s E S, the function p -> p + s from ßS to ßS is continuous.
Proof. We have already established everything except the associativity of + on ßS. To this end, let p, q and t be in ßS, and suppose that p + (q + t)^(p + q) + t.
Pick ACS such that A E p + (q + t) and A E ( /> + q) + t. Pick B E q + t such that A E p + r whenever B Er. Then pick C E t such that S\A E (p + q) + r whenever C E r; and, finally, pick D E t such that B E q + r whenever D E r. Then
CflflEi, so choose 5 ECfl D. Then C E s, so S\A E(p + q) + s. Also D E s, so B E q + 5. Thus by Lemma 2.1, (S\A) -s E p + q and B -s E q. Pick E E q so that (S\A) -s E p + r whenever E E r, and choose k E (B -s) n E. Then E E k, so (S\A) -s Ep + k, and, by Lemma 2.1, ((S\A) -s) -k E p. Since k E B -5, we have k + s E B, so A E p + (k + s). Thus, by Lemma 
since + is associative on S, and we have the contradiction. D For any space X, with C(X) the set of bounded continuous complex-valued functions on X with the sup-norm topology, we let C(X)* be the set of bounded linear functionals from C(X) to C. The topology of pointwise covergence, or simply thepointwise topology, on C(X) is the topology inherited by C(X) as a subspace of the produce space C*. The weak topology a(C(X), C(X)*) on C(X) is the coarsest topology on C(X) such that each member of C(X)* is continuous. Likewise, the weak* topology a(C(X)*, C(X)) on C(X)* is the coarsest topology on C(X)* such that each member of C( X), considered as a subset of C( X)**, is continuous.
A mean on C(X) is a bounded linear functional ju E C(X)* such that ||/i|| = 1. (The norm in C(X)* is the sup norm over the unit ball in C(X).) By the Alaoglu theorem, the unit ball in C(X)* is compact (and Hausdorff). For each x E X, define a meane(x) by e(x)(f)=f(x), fEC(X).
The map x -* e(x) from X to C(X)* is continuous when C(A^)* has the weak* topology [3, Proposition 1.3.5, p. 14], but if X is not completely regular it may not be one-to-one. Define ßX to be the weak* closure of {e(x)\x E X) in C(X)*. Then ßX is a compact Hausdorff space with the property that if § is a continuous function from A' to a compact Hausdorff space Y then there is an "extension" ebß of cb to ßX in the sense that
If X is completely regular, then ßX is, up to homeomorphism, the Stone-Cech compactification of X. Let (5, +) be a left topological semigroup. For s E S and / E C(S), define the function/ by fs(t)=f(s + t), tES.
(Thus, fs=f<> \s, and hence / E C(S).) Recall that a function / E C(5) is weak almost periodic if lim lim /(tn + sk) = lim lim /(r" + sk.), n-ook -x A -oo n -oo whenever (tn)n°=x and (sÄ)J°=1 are sequences in S and all limits involved exist. W(S) denotes the set of weak almost periodic functions.
2.3 Theorem. Let S be a semitopological semigroup, and let f E C(S). The following statements are equivalent.
(a)fEW (S) .
(b) cl{/1s E 5} is compact in C(S) with the weak topology. (c) cl{//|5 E S} is compact in C(ßS) with the pointwise topology. (d) If (i")"=1 is a sequence in S, then there is a subsequence (tk)f=x of (s")™=x such that the sequence (f,ß)kc=x converges in C(ßS) with the pointwise topology.
Proof. Statements (a) and (b) are, respectively, statements (c) and (a) of Theorem III.8.2, p. 108, of [3] , and are shown there to be equivalent. Statements (b), (c) and (d) are, respectively, statements (a), (b) and (d) of Theorem 1.1.8, p. 17, of [2] with K = {/: 5 E 5} and are shown there to be equivalent. D 2.4 Theorem. Let S be a semitopological semigroup. There is a compact semigroup OS and a continuous homomorphism 8S: S -» OS such that (\)SS is a left topological semigroup, (2) 8S [S] is dense in 8S, (3) for every s E S, the function t -t + Ss(s): OS -» 8S
is continuous, and (4) the pair (SS, 8S) is maximal with respect to these properties in the sense that if eb is a continuous homomorphism from S to a compact semigroup T and (T,eb) satisfies (1), (2) and (3) with <b replacing 8S and T replacing 8S, then there is a continuous homomorphism rj from 8S onto T such that r/ ° 8S = cb. If S is discrete, then (8S, 8S) is, up to isomorphism, the Stone-Cech compactification with semigroup structure as given in Theorem 2.2.
Proof. This is the &91tß-compactification of S opposite to the £91t (3- 2.5 Theorem. Let S be a semitopological semigroup. There is a compact semigroup uS and a continuous homomorphism ws: S -» toS such that (\) uS is a semitopological semigroup, (2) o>s [S] is dense in wS, and (3) the pair (uS, ws) is maximal with respect to these properties in the sense that ifeb is a continuous homomorphism from S to a compact semigroup T, and (T,eb) satisfies (1) and (2) with eb replacing ws and T replacing wS, then there is a continuous homomorphism r\ from uS onto T such that tj ° <os = </>. Moreover, (4) a function f E C(S) extends to uS (i.e., there is a function /" E C(uS) with / = /" ° ws) if and only iffis weak almost periodic. Also, (5) if S is abelian, so is w5.
Proof. This is [3 Sometimes it really is a compactification in the sense of topology. such that r¡ ° 8S = i. Thus 8S is one-to-one and the restriction of tj to 8S [S] is tj o 8S ° 8~x = i ° 8$x = Ss', which implies that 8S is a homeomorphism and an isomorphism. Also 8S ° tj is continuous and is equal to the identity on 8S [S] and, hence, is the identity on its domain. Thus its domain is 8S [S] so that tj~'[{oo}] = ôS\5s [5] . That oSV^S] is a closed ideal now follows easily.
To see that (d) implies (a), note that the quotient of 8S obtained by collapsing that closed ideal 5S\65 [S] to a point is the one-point compactification of S with the point at infinity acting as a zero. D It is easy to produce examples of semigroups which fail to satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2.6-any infinite discrete semigroup with a zero element, such as (Z, ■), will do. We shall determine in §6 exactly when uS is a topological compactification of S for discrete S. (For an example of a nonlocally compact semigroup S for which uS is not a topological compactification, take S to be a semitopological nontopological group, such as the additive real numbers with the topology generated Given/ E C(S), the right orbit is defined by 0(f)={fops\sES}. The next two lemmas, whose straightforward proofs are omitted, are stated here for later reference. Then h E W(S).
2.9 Lemma. Let S be a compact semitopological semigroup. Then W(S) = C(S).
3. The weak almost periodic compactification of a semitopological semigroup. We recall from Theorem 2.5(5) that if 5 is abelian, so is uS. The following theorem characterizes weak almost periodic functions in terms of the (noncommutative) maximal left topological compactification (8S, 8S) of Theorem 2.4. (1) for all n E N, a" = limk^00f(tn + sk), (2) for all k € N, *t = lim^00/(r" + 5,), (3)lim^xû" = a, and
By the definition preceding Theorem 2.3, we must show that a -b. Pick cluster points/? and q in 8S of the sequences (8s(t"))™=x and (Ss(sk))f=x, respectively. Note that for each k, p + 8s(sk) is a cluster point of by Theorem 2.4(3); for each n, 8s(tn) + q is a cluster point of (8s(t") + 8s(sk)):=x, p + q is a cluster point of ( /? + ôs(5t ))"=,, and </ + /? is a cluster point of 
Then f E W(S) if and only if fß(p + q)=fß(q+p),
for all p and q in ßS.
We now turn our attention to subsemigroups S of locally compact topological groups G.
3.3 Comment. If S is a discrete semigroup, then addition is clearly jointly continuous at every point of S X coS. This is also true under various other hypotheses, including S being a locally compact group. (See, for example, [13 and 14] .) Is it always true for closed subsemigroups of locally compact groups? so fa(us(k) + e) ¥= 0 and we have established the contrapositive. Now we show that (e) implies (d). Let % be the set of all compact subsets of S directed by C . Fix e > 0. For each a E %, there is an element sa E S with \f(k + sa)\< e for every k E a.
Every f E S is in some compact set a0 E 3C; and if a0 C a, then í G a, so
Thus, if g, is a weak cluster point of the net (Rs /)ae5l, we must have that |g,(0l<e for all tES.
In like manner, obtain gn E cl(0(f)) with |g"(0l<£/« for all íES.
The sequence ( g" > JJL, must converge weakly to 0 because zero is its only pointwise cluster point, and we have that zero is in the weak closure of 0(f), as desired. that is, for every t E S, |A■+,"/(0 -/io(0|=l/(» + *o + 0 -/(^o + 01 <*■
The last condition implies that / is uniformly continuous with respect to the right uniform structure on G relativized to S.
There is a corresponding other hand theorem; so / is uniformly continuous no matter which uniform structure is being considered. D Theorem 3.4 says that there are arbitrarily large "dips below e" in a function /E W(S)Q. The following theorem says, on the other hand, that "rises above e" between dips of a specified size are of a uniformly bounded size.
3.6 Theorem. Let (G, +) be a locally compact topological group, and let S be a closed, noncompact, subsemigroup of G containing the identity 0. Suppose that W(S) has an invariant mean and that addition is continuous at every point of S X uS.
Suppose f E W(S)0. Let U0 be a compact neighborhood of the identity 0 of G, and let e > 0. Then there is a compact neighborhood V = V(U0, f, e) of 0 in G such that, for every s E S, there exists r E S such that (V+s) n (t/0rí S + r)¥= 0 and e>\\RJ\\Uo = sup{\f(t + r)\: t E U0n S}.
(Loosely speaking, this says that no matter where V is placed in S, it will intersect a set as big as U0 where |/| dips below e.)
Proof. Define C= {x ES\3y ES with x E U0 +y and \\Rvf\\Uo < e} ■ (C is the union of all the sets at least the size of U0 where |/| dips below e.) By Theorem 3.4, C is not empty since U0 n S is compact. The theorem states that there is a F such that for every i£u,,(FTs)nCit0.
Suppose, by way of contradiction that there is no such V. Let % be the family of compact neighborhoods of 0 in G directed by C . (Note that we have taken the reverse order to the usual one on %.) For each V E %, there is some sv E S such that (v + sv) n c= 0. Now (Rs /)Ke% is a net in the weak compact set cl(0(/)); so passing to a subnet if necessary, we may assume that (Rs /)^e%converges to, say,/0 E cl(0(/)). Since rV (S) Let t = t0 E K + 50. Since the weak limit of (Rs¡,f) ye<¡n is/0, the pointwise limit of the net is also/0. Thus, there is some V0 E % such that if V D V0, then Proof. This is a consequence of Corollary 3.7 and Comment 3.3. D The following theorem says that if / is well behaved except on widely scattered blocks of bounded length, then / is weak almost periodic. Pick m, as guaranteed above for Ax, let z, = £>",| + 1 and pick /, E {z, + 1. z, + 2,...,z, + m,} such thatyl2 = /I, n (Ax -tx) has positive maximal density. Inductively, given An = An_x n (An_x -?"_,) with positive maximal density, pick w" as guaranteed above, let z" = bm+n, and pick f" E {z" + 1, z" + 2.z" + w,,} such that An+X = A" n (An -t") has positive maximal density. Note that, for each n, {tn + 1, t" + 2,...,t" + n) C/-'[{0}]. For each n, choose s" E An n (A" -t"). Proof. Observe that (an)™=2 is increasing. Suppose we have sequences (z")^=1
and (sk)f=x in N such that lim lim f(tn + sk) = 0 and lim hm f(t" + sk) = 1.
We consider first the possibility that the set {n E N: \tn -ar\^ m for somer} is infinite for some m. In such a case, by thinning suitably the sequences (t")^=x and (í")"=|, we may assume that we have an m E Z and, for each n E N, an r(n) such that
(1) tn = ar(n) + m for each n, (2) \im"^x f(t" + sk)=l for each k, (3) sk >| m | for each k, and (4) the sequences (i")^L, and (sn)nCl=x are increasing sequences. Now let k be given, and pick n such that ar(n)_x^m + sk and f(t" + sk) = l.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Then tn + sk = a, + ay for some j < i. Thus tn + sk « a, + a,_, < ai+x, so that z" «£ ai+x -sk< ai+x + m. Thus i > r(n). Also, fl/ < K + h = a«n) + m + sk< ar(n) + ar(n)_x, so that z ^r(n); and, hence, z = /-(zz). That yields, a,(n) + m + st = ar(n) + a}.
We, therefore, have for each k, some/(Ac) such that sk = ai(k) -m. But then lim lim f(t" + sk) = 1, n-*oc A-*oo a contradiction.
Thus, we must have that for each m, the set Am = {« E N: \tn -ar\^ m for some/-} is finite. We may assume that sx < s2, lim"^00/(i" + 5,) = 1 and lim "_,"/(*" + s2) = 1 ; in fact, we may assume that for all n, f(t" + sx)=f(tn + s2)=l.
Pick for each n, a(n) > ß(n) and y(n) > 8(n) such that Thus, if infinitely often a(n)<y(n), the sequence (5(/7)>^=1 repeats infinitely often. But \h -ay(n)\ = \aS(n) _ S2\** a8(n) + S2> so such repetition contradicts the assumption that Am is finite, m = aS{n) + s2. Thus for all but finitely many n, we have a(n) = y(n), and hence '■ + *! = fl«w + ««,) and K + s2
Thus, for these«, 52 5, -<2S(n) <Iß(")*3: Û8(n) aS(n)-\-But since lim"^00(a"+1 -a") = oo, this again forces the sequence (5(n))£L, to repeat infinitely often, which we have already seen to be impossible. G By way of contrast to Theorem 4.6, if we again require a relatively large separation of the terms of a sequence but now take finite sums instead of pairwise sums, we obtain the opposite conclusion. A -x Now given /V and zz such that aS(n) > sk, we claim that f(t" + sk) = 0. Suppose, instead, that/(i(! + sk) = 1; which is to say, suppose that t" + sk E FS((an)™=x), or that t" + sk= 2 Oj, /EG for some finite (7 Ç N. Then a contradiction. We thus have, for 22a(/) >s2-sx, that t, + sx = 22a(l) -2m(/J) and t, + s2 = 22aU) _ 2m<'-2). Now we note, given such /, that s2-sx = 2m</1) -2m(/-2) so that m(l, 1) and m(l,2) are independent of /. (A given member of N can be expressed in at most one way as a difference of powers of 2.) Thus we have u and v in N such that t, + s, = 22a(/) -2" and t, + s2 = 22a(/) -2V whenever 22a(/> > s2 -sx. Now pick k such that sk -sx > 2". Again, as above we have some x E N such that t, + sk = 22aU) _ 2* whenever 22a(/) >sk-sx.
But then, 22a(/) > t, + sk > t, + sx + 2" = 22aU) -2" + 2", a contradiction. We now show that / cannot be extended to a member, say g, of W(Z). Suppose we have such g and consider B = {-2m: zrz E N}. Let Bx = B. Inductively let C,, = {s EB,: \g(s + t)\<2~} and let Cu2 = B,\ClA. Pick i €{1,2} such that C,, is infinite and let Bl+X -C,,. Now let sx E Bx and for k E N, pick sk+x < sk. Then, given k, n and t in N with t < k < n, we have | g(j^ + r) -11< j if and only if \g(sn + t)-i\<y Let A = {t EN: \g(s, + t) -l \<j}. We consider first the possibility that for each zz E N there is some r E N with 22"(2r~" E A. Then for each n pick such /-(zz) and let tn -22"(2r_1). Since each t" & A, we have (after thinning the sequences so that the limit exists) that limn_x limk^xg(tn + sk) ¥= 1. On the other hand, given sk = -2m, we have for n > m that g(tn + sk) = f(tn + sk) = 1 so lim lim g(t" + sk) = 1, k -x n -x a contradiction.
We therefore pick zz E N such that [22"(lr+X): r£N]Çi For each r E N, let tr -22"(2r+'). Then each tr E A so (again after thinning) limr_00 lim^^g^,. + sk) = a, where \a -11< {-. Now let k be given with sk = -2m where zrz > zz. Then, if 2"(2r + 1) > m, we have that tr + sk = 22"{2r+ " -2m and (again since a member of N can be expressed in at most one way as a difference of powers of 2) that for every s E S.) Thus we have a congruence on wS, for any commutative semigroup S, given by 5 ~ t ii and only if s + e = t + e. By Theorem 4.9, then, if S is (N, +) or (Z, +) we have that s~t if and only if fa(s) = f*(t) for every/E U. But this is equivalent to saying ^ -z* if and only if fu(s) -fu(t) for every character/on S. A character on S is uniquely determined by its value at 1: if /(l) = e'e, 0 « 6 < 2ir, then/(zz) = e'"e. Now ws(0) and e are in the same equivalence class, and from the above we get that a net zza is such that e~lim«s(n") if and only if lime'"«0 = 1 for every 0 E[0,2w).
Compactifications of S as spaces of filters. Recall from Theorem 2.4 that if (S, +) is a discrete semigroup, (ßS, +) is the maximal left topological semigroup extension of S. Thus given any compact left topological semigroup (T, +) and a homomorphism /: S -» T such that p/(!) is continuous for each s E S and /[S] is dense in T, we have/^ is a homomorphism of (ßS, +) onto (T, +).
(There is some continuous homomorphism from ßS onto T which extends /, but fß was the only continuous extension of /.) Consequently, T is a topological quotient of ßS. (Let P(f) = {(P-q): P-qEßS and fß(p) = fß(q)}. Then T^ßS/R(f) via the homo-
morphism g([p}) = f(p). Further, defining + on ßS/R(f) by [p] + [q] = [p + q] we have g is an isomorphism of ( ßS/R( f),+) onto ( T, + ).)
Given an equivalence relation R on ßS such that ßS/R is Hausdorff, we have the /^-equivalence classes are closed subsets of ßS. But the closed subsets of ßS correspond exactly to the filters on S.
Notation. Let & be a filter on S. Then â= {p E ßS\S E p}.
The correspondence between the closed subset of ßS and the filters of S is as follows. Given any subset A of ßS, D A is a filter on S (since it is the intersection of a set of ultra filters) and C\A = cl A. We thus have that any left topological compactification of S corresponds to a set of filters on S. In this section we characterize those sets of filters which yield left topological compactifications of S and describe the topology and the operati'on in terms of the filters. The results through Corollary 5.12 do not refer to any algebraic structure. We assume merely that S is a set with the discrete topology.
Our first objective is to determine when a set 91 of filters on S corresponds to a quotient of ßS by closed equivalence classes. Conditions (a) and (b) of the following theorem provide a description, internal to 91, of precisely when this happens. (In practice condition (a') is easier to work with than condition (a).) To see that (a) implies (a') let p E ßS and suppose that the conclusion of (a') fails. For each C E 91\F* pick, by Theorem 5.2, E(6) E ß such that S\E(S) E t?. Then 9l\F* E U {E(G)*: ß E 91 \F*} so (since 91 \F* is compact) pick a finite subfamily9:of9l\F* such that 91 \F* E Uee¡s(E(e)*). Let A = neeu?(S\£(ß)). Then A £ & and if 9) E 9i\F*, then for some ß E f, £(ß) £ 9) and hence S\A E 9). Similarly, we obtain B £ 93 such that whenever 9) E 9t\G*, S\/3 £ 9). Since F* n G* = 0 we have that each 9) E 91 is either in 9t\F* or 91 \G*, and hence (b) is established. If 91 is a quotient of ßS, then by Theorem 5.2, for each p E ßS there is a unique 6 E 91 such that 6? E p. Consequently, the function w below is well defined. We observe that if {s: s E S} E 91, then for each s E S,e(s) = s. The next result is a corollary to Lemma 5.5 and Theorem 5.6. Thus a weak compactification (Y, h) is a compactification if and only if h is an embedding. The term "compactification" is used for a weak compactification in many of the references listed.
A set 91 of filters may be a compactification of S in many unnatural ways. For example, let D be any countable discrete subset of ySN\N. Then clß^D is homeomorphic to /3N [7, 6 .10]. Thus clßND is a set of (ultra-) filters with quotient topology which is a compactification of N. To avoid this kind of pathology we require in Theorem 5.11 and Corollary 5.12 that each 5 E S be an element of every member of the filter with which it is associated. Even then, not all pathologies are eliminated.
Consider 91 = (/3N\{Î,2,3}) U {î n 2, î n 3,2 n 3}. Then % with the quotient topology, is a compactification of N under two distinct embeddings which satisfy the above requirement. (One may send 1 -> 1 Íl2,2-»2n3 and 3 -* 1 n 3 or one may send 1 -> î n 3,2 -» î n 2 and 3 -» 2 n 3.) Accordingly we also require that 91 satisfy condition (b) of Theorem 5.2. (That these two requirements suffice to eliminate all pathologies is part of the content of the next theorem.) Proof. To see that (a) implies (b) we need only show that { §: s £ S} Ç 91. (The rest of the statement follows from Theorem 5.11.) Let s E S. We show that {5} £ h(s) and hence that h(s) = s. Suppose instead that {5} £ h(s) so that h(s) U {S\{s}} has the finite intersection property. Pick/? E ßS such that h(s) U [S\{s}}Ep.
We claim that hß(p) C p. To this end let A E hß(p) and, since hß is continuous and hß(p) E A*, pick B Ep such that /z^ [5] C A*. Now given f E B, h(t) = hß(t) EA*soA £ h(t) and hence í E A by (i). Thus BEAsoA E p,as required. To see that (b) implies (c) we need only show by Theorem 5.11 that e is one-to-one. Since for each s E S,e(s) -s, this is trivial.
Now h(s) C p and hß(p) Ep so by Theorem 5.2 (using (ii)) we have hß(p) = h(s). Since h[S] is homeomorphic with S it is locally compact. Thus, since h[S] is dense in 91, h[S] is open in
That (c) implies (a) is trivial. □ We now turn our attention to extending the semigroup structure of S to 91. We assume that (S, +) is a discrete semigroup. We first have need of the following characterization of + on ßS, which motivates our definition of + on 91. This characterization is due to S. Glazer (see [5 or 11] ). (2) (ß +%) + G =_& +J95 + ß). The first inclusion of (3) The weak almost periodic compactification as a space of filters. In this section we assume throughout that S is a discrete topological semigroup. Our main objective is to describe wS as a space of filters. We obtain, in Theorem 6.13, a description of <oS as a space of filters which is internal to the set of filters. This description turns out to be useful at once in yielding new information about coN. (2), / is defined everywhere and is bounded. Suppose / is not weak almost periodic and pick sequences (f")"=1 and (i")"=i such that limn^xlimk^xf(tn + sk) = x and lim^«, lim "^ "/(*" +sA)=>' with x > y. Let e = (x -y)/3. By thinning the sequences we may assume that whenever k < n, f(tn + sk) <y + e and/(zA + s") > x -e. Pick r < v in Q+ such that j> + e < r < v < x -e. Then for k < n, tn + sk E <b(r) and tk + s" £ eb(v).
The last conclusion holds since each neighborhood of p includes points s with/(5) arbitrarily close to 0. D 6.5 Definition. Define an equivalence relation on ßS by /? ~ q if and only if fß(P)= fß(q) whenever/ E W(S).
We observe that ~ is trivially an equivalence relation on ßS. We shall be interested in the filters n[/?]_ where/? £ ßS. Consequently, we want to know when A E n[/z]_ in terms of/?. But f° ebß is a continuous extension of f ° <p to ßS so f° cbß = (f° eb)ß. But then (Jo eb)ß(p) ¥=(f° <t>)ß(q) so that/? *-q, a contradiction.
To complete the proof, we show that tj is a homomorphism. We cannot invoke Lemma 6 .2 because we do not know that 68 + 95 E 91 whenever 8 and 95 are in 91 or that {s: s E S} E 91. However, ßS satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma The remark that 91 = { D [/?]_ : p E ßS} "is" wS is justified by the fact that, by Theorem 2.5, there is a continuous homomorphism \p: coS -> 91 such that \p ° us = e, and, by Theorem 6.12, there is a continuous homomorphism tj: 91 -» wS such that r¡ ° e -oes. Thus tj is an isomorphism and a homeomorphism leaving the image of S "fixed". The following theorem is our promised "internal" characterization of uS as a space of filters. For the same reasons which are discussed before Theorem 5.11, we need to add conditions on h to prevent an unnatural identification of points of S with members of 91. 6 .14 Theorem. The following statements are equivalent (for any discrete semigroup S). If limn^xlimk^xX(r)(t" + sk) = 1, we have (after thinning the sequences) that condition (f)(i) holds. Similarly, if lim,,^ limk^xX{Jt" + sk) = 0 we obtain condition (f)(ii). We have the contrapositive. To see that (e) implies (g), let s, r E S and assume e(s) = e(r). Then x(r) E W(S) so by Theorem 2.5 there exists/ £ C(91) such that/° e = x(r)-Then 1 = X{r)(r) = f(e(r)) =f(e(s)) = x{r}(i) so 5 = r.
To see that (g) implies (a) note first that by Theorem 6.7, (91, e) is a Hausdorff weak compactification of S. By assumption, e is one-to-one. By Theorem 5.11, e is an open map.
Finally (a) and (h) are equivalent by Corollary 5.12. D We observe that it is easy to obtain discrete S failing to satisfy the conditions of Theorem 6.14. For example, let S = N U {0} and for n E N let s" -2n + 1 and tn = 2«. Define a commutative operation * on S by s"*tm = 0 if n > m, s,*tm = 1 if n < m. and all other products equal 0. In particular, 0*0 = 1*0 = 1*1 =0. Then * is associative since for all x, y, z E S, x*(y*z) -(x*y)*z = 0. With r = 0 or r = 1, we have that condition (f) of Theorem 6.14 is violated. (We are indebted to the referee for pointing out this very neat example.)
We now proceed to apply our results to a determination of the size of wS under certain conditions of S.
6.15 Lemma. Let A E S. There exist p and q in ßS\S such that A E p + q if and only if there exist one-to-one sequences (i")^=1 and (s")"=| in S such that {?" + sk:
k<n} EA.
Proof. (Necessity) Pick such p and q. Let B = {s E S: A -s E p}. Then B E q and, since q £ e [S] , B is infinite. Let (s")"=1 be a one-to-one sequence in B. For each n, we have C\"k = x(A -sk) Ep and is hence infinite. Pick t" E C\"k=x(A -sk) such that?,, £ {tk: k < n}.
(Sufficiency) Pick q E ßS\S such that {5,,: n E N} E a. For each n, let B" = {tm: m > n}. Pick/? E ßS\S such that {B": n E N} Ep. We claim that {sn: n E N} Ç {s: A -s E /?} and hence that A E p + q as desired. Given 5", tm + sn E A whenever m s* n so Bn E A -sn and hence A -sn E p. D Proof. Pick A Ep such that An ((ßS\S) + (ßS\S)) = 0. Pick B Ep such that B £ q. Let/= x.-tnß-Then fß(p) = 1 and fß(q) = 0 so it suffices to show that /£ W(S). Suppose, instead, we have sequences (r")"=i an<3 (s")n°=\ sucn tnat limk^xlimn^xf(tll + sk) = 1 and lim"_00limÄ_00/(iJI + sk) = 0. We may assume by thinning that (t")nc=x and (sn)f=x are one-to-one and that, when n^k, f(t" + sk) = 1. But then {r" + sk: n > k} E A so, by Lemma 6.15 , An ((ßS\S) + (ßS\S))^0. D 6.17 Theorem. Let S be infinite and assume there exists A ES such that (i) card(^) = card(S) and (ii) there do not exist one-to-one sequences (f")ÍT=i and (s">~=1 such that {?" + sk: k^n} EA. Then card(wS) = 22Card,ï>.
Proof. As is well known, the number of ultrafilters on a set X is 22"r" '. (See the notes to Chapter 9 of [7] for the origins of this fact.) Thus card(wS) ^ card(/3S) = 22ca,d(s, Qn the other hand^ ^ hav^ by Lemma 6 15i that j n ttßs\S) + (ßS\S)) = 0. Thus, by Lemma 6. 
